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and fled for refuge to Germany, under Guaimar of Salerno
and Paldolf of Capua. They were rewarded ultimately with
grants of land, the most important being that to Rainulf
at Aversa, which he held from Guaimar, and which was
confirmed to him by Conrad II and to his successor by
Henry III.
The family A. typical Norman family was that of Tancred de Haute-
de^ute-d   v^e> w^° ^ia(^ a moclest patrimony and a numerous progeny
viile"	to support upon it;  of sons alone, he had five by his first
wife and seven by his second. The three eldest, William,
Drogo, and Humphrey, came to seek their fortunes in South
Italy shortly before Conrad IPs visit in 1038, and they soon
took a leading position among their compatriots. They
joined in a successful invasion of Sicily by the Greeks in 1038,
and then in the revolt of the Lombard subjects of the Greeks
which followed it. By this time the Normans were becoming
so important that they were beginning to play a leading
rather than a subordinate part. This was the position when
the eldest son of Tancred de Hauteville's second marriage,
Robert Guiscard, the future master of South Italy (who was
to be followed later by his youngest brother Roger, the future
master of Sicily) arrived in 1046. His step-brothers gave
him a cold reception and a meagre portion of land; he had
to fight his own way to success. This he did with typical
Norrnan brutality, plundering and destroying, without mercy
for individuals or respect for churches or monasteries. In
Italy as elsewhere, the Normans before they acquired the
land for their own were terrible in destruction, and South
Italy still bears scars from the wounds they inflicted. When
they became the masters of the land they showed a still
greater genius in construction, but that time had not yet
arrived. In 10-16 the change was only just taking place.
They had been helping others in return for pay; they were
now beginning to help themselves.
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